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It has been a busy and exciting year at NZTC and 
we have enjoyed seeing our community of Health 
and Wellbeing students, graduates and supporters 
flourishing.  It really has been such a pleasure to 
work with you all in 2018!

In reflection of the year passed, this issue touches 
on some key 2018 highlights. We have also 
interviewed Rest Home Quality Manager Jejson 
Jose to understand how his staff professionally 
developed through NZTC study, and passionate graduate Sky Sanghvi explains 
how the Level 4 Certificate changed her perspective on caring.

PLEASE NOTE: NZTC will close for a short Christmas break at 5.00pm on 
Friday 21 December 2018 and reopen on Monday 7 January 2019 with our 
usual operating hours.

We look forward to an equally exciting and fulfilling 2019 which will see our 
sector support furthered with the launch of a Level 2 program.

Mission Statement

 New Zealand Tertiary College 
values people and
is committed to

empowering students
to care, educate and serve 

meaningfully and
effectively by providing 

comprehensive and
professional programs.

HEALTH AND
WELLBEING

QUALIFICATIONS

Selena Fox - Chief Executive

Welcome
to the December issue of NZTC Cares!
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Sharing the spirit of Christmas - peace 
the miracle of Christmas - hope 
and, the heart of Christmas - love
Merry Christmas
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2018 has been a year of milestones for New Zealand Tertiary College, with record numbers 
of Healthcare Assistants studying the college’s high-quality programs and attending free 
professional development events across the country.

OUTSTANDING CARE CELEBRATED 
WITH DIVERSITY SHARED AT NZTC

increase in students enrolled 
in NZTC’s NZQA-approved 

Health and Wellbeing 
qualifications.

234%

members of the healthcare 
community attended 

NZTC’s FREE professional 
development evenings.

250

“Healthcare practices have benefited 
from improved and shared knowledge, 

with clients (and family members) being 
offered better-informed care.”
-NZQA feedback on NZTC’s programs

Attendees at the Auckland professional 
development evening ‘Dementia - 

Understanding Challenging Behaviours’

Health and Wellbeing 
graduates celebrate 

alongside the NZTC Team 
at the July graduation

2018 saw  
Health and Wellbeing  
students study from

different regions across 
New Zealand. NZTC’s 

flexible modes of learning 
enable students to complete 

their qualifications from 
anywhere in the country.

13 out  
of 16
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NZTC COURSE DELIVERY SUPPORTS CARERS TO 
FUTURE-PROOF WITH COMPUTER SKILLS

Howick Baptist Healthcare (HBH) Senior Living Quality Manager Jejson Jose has seen great 
developments in the literacy, numeracy and computer skills of care staff studying with 
New Zealand Tertiary College.

HBH Senior Living Quality Manager Jejson Jose

NZTC’s unique modes of learning enable students to 
continue working full-time while completing their studies 
over 22 weeks.

“The formal process of writing assignments helps our staff 
to improve their literacy, numeracy and computer skills, 
enabling them to write better reports,” Jejson said.

“Things are definitely changing. We have staff who have 
been working here for many years and the processes are 
very different to when they started.

– Loisi Taulanga.

My family are so proud of me, 
my daughter said ‘Mum, I didn’t 

know you could use the computer!’ 
This course has given me a huge 
understanding of computing.

“Most of our systems are moving online, so it’s becoming 
really important for our staff to become familiar with 
computers. NZTC’s program delivery supports the 
development of these skills.”

HBH Healthcare Assistant and NZTC Level 4 student Loisi 
Taulanga says her computer skills advanced quickly once 
she began studying with NZTC, so much so that her family 
expressed disbelief at her new abilities.

“My family are so proud of me, my daughter said ‘Mum, I 
didn’t know you could use the computer!’ This course has 
given me a huge understanding of computing,” said Loisi.

Jejson says staff have also benefited from the deadlines 
around assignments, which require them to be organised 
and proactive in order to submit their studies on time.

“This has made staff more accountable and taught them 
time management skills,” said Jejson.

After close collaboration and careful listening 
to the healthcare sector, NZTC identified the 
need for a Level 2 program.

Pending NZQA approval, a 40 credit, 12 week 
program will be coming in early 2019. We 
look forward to sharing more in the new year!

LEVEL 2 PROGRAM 

COMING IN THE 

NEW YEAR!
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NZTC STUDY SUPPORTS NEW UNDERSTANDING 
OF CARING AFTER A DECADE’S EXPERIENCE

For NZTC graduate Sky Sanghvi, strong caring values come naturally after an upbringing in 
India that emphasised unconditional family support as a ‘moral duty’.

“My job gives me the drive to excel in all aspects of my 
personal and professional life. I am reminded every day 
about the value of life and how to face adversities head on.”

The Healthcare Assistant decided to upskill with the 
New Zealand Certificate in Health and Wellbeing (Advanced 
Support) (Level 4), a qualification that has given her a new 
perspective on the care she provides.

“This course is not just a certificate. It creates an 
understanding of a different paradigm in healthcare and 
brings things into perspective, making you more accepting 
of your limits in providing care,” Sky said.

“One of the most important attributes of our work is 
knowledge about the care we’re providing. Since studying 
at NZTC I’ve become so much more aware of what I am 
doing and am now equipped with better decision-making 
capabilities.”

Sky was initially hesitant about online learning, but with the 
help of NZTC staff she quickly became comfortable using 
computers and technology.

“The online learning experience was new to me but with 
the excellent support from staff it all became simplified 
and comprehensible. I never thought one day I’d become 
proficient on the computer,” she said.

It was these strong family values that led Sky to pursue a 
new life in New Zealand, with her brother supporting her to 
move to Auckland where she began work as a Healthcare 
Assistant.

Sky initially saw her new role as nothing but a simple means 
of employment, but after over ten years working as a Life 
and Wellbeing Support Worker she now considers it an 
honour and a privilege.

“My clients have helped me to find myself and grow with 
an open heart and mind,” said Sky.

Sky Sanghvi

MAKE 2019 YOUR YEAR TO LEARN AND GROW
With Fees Free and pay equity there couldn’t be a better time to upskill.

• Level 3 and Level 4

• Flexible learning modes

• NZQA approved

• 22 weeks

Apply now!Why wait?

https://www.linkedin.com/school/nztc/
https://www.facebook.com/NZTertiaryCollege/

